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Dividing Decimals - Word Problems

1)

There are a number of bags !lled with guavas. Each bag weighs an average 

of 9.3 pounds, and the total weight of all the bags is 102.3 pounds. How 

many bags are there?

2)

An avid cyclist, Mr. Wright covered 21.6 miles in 1.5 hours today. What distance

did he cycle in one hour?

3)

Juliana sold a number of miniature paintings at the local fair. If the paintings 

fetched her a total of    27.86 at   1.99 per piece, how many paintings did 

she sell?

4)

Simon’s cab fare home was   33.12. If the fare was    2.40 per mile, how far was

his home? 

S5)

Roy picked up 4.1 pounds of chicken at the butcher’s. If he was billed   15.99,

how much was one pound of chicken priced at?
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Dividing Decimals - Word Problems

1)

There are a number of bags !lled with guavas. Each bag weighs an average 

of 9.3 pounds, and the total weight of all the bags is 102.3 pounds. How 

many bags are there?

2)

An avid cyclist, Mr. Wright covered 21.6 miles in 1.5 hours today. What distance

did he cycle in one hour?

3)

Juliana sold a number of miniature paintings at the local fair. If the paintings 

fetched her a total of    27.86 at   1.99 per piece, how many paintings did 

she sell?

4)

Simon’s cab fare home was   33.12. If the fare was    2.40 per mile, how far was

his home? 

S5)

11 bags 

S3.90

14.4 miles

14 paintings

13.8 miles 

Roy picked up 4.1 pounds of chicken at the butcher’s. If he was billed   15.99,

how much was one pound of chicken priced at?
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